
Up-to-date linear elements of elipsing binariesJ. M. Kreiner �Mt. Suhora Astronomial Observatory Craow Pedagogial Universityul. Podhor�a_zyh 2, 30-084 Craow, PolandApril 8, 2004AbstratAbout 1800 O-C diagrams of elipsing binaries were onsidered andup-to date linear elements were omputed.Key words: Stars: elipsing binaries: ephemeridesThe �rst regular ephemerides for 31 elipsing binaries were published byBanahiewiz (1923) in Roznik Astronomizny Obserwatorjum Krakowskiego- Supplemento Internationale, known as SAC (Supplemento ad Annuario Cra-oviense). Dr. K. Kordylewski and other astronomers from the AstronomialObservatory of the Jagiellonian University ontinued this work until 2003, whenthe last printed edition of SAC (No 74) was published. It ontained elementsfor 881 binaries.Preditions of the mid-elipse times are very useful in planning both photo-metri and spetrosopi observations on elipsing binaries. The preise time ofminimum allows a star to be observed very eÆiently using only the importantparts of light urves (e.g. either near primary minima or near the phase 0.25,when radial veloity urves are onsidered). Furthermore, the urrent value ofthe period is very signi�ant during the redution of photometri and spetro-sopi observations. As suh, updated ephemerides of elipsing binaries will beused by both professional and amateur astronomers.The main goal of the present paper was to prepare up-to-date elements ofelipsing binaries as a basis of the ephemerides and to give the urrent valuesof the periods. This was possible after investigating period hanges of elips-ing binaries and antiipating the period behaviour in the near future. Periodhanges were studied by inspeting in detail O-C diagrams onstruted from theminima taken from literature. The extensive number of minima is ontainedin the database of elipsing binaries maintained at Mt. Suhora Astronomi-al Observatory of Craow Pedagogial University. As of February 2004, thedatabase ontains more than 149,000 timings for about 4,400 elipsing binaries.The database was used to ompile \An Atlas of O-C Diagrams of ElipsingBinary Stars" for 1,140 seleted binaries, published by Kreiner, Kim & Nha(2001). Detailed information on the \Atlas" an be found on the Internet at:�email:sfkreine�yf-kr.edu.pl 1



http://www.as.ap.krakow.pl/o-/. Reently, Kim, Kreiner and Nha (2003) pub-lished some statistis onerning minima from the database and the stars fromthe \Atlas\.In this paper, about 1800 O-C diagrams were onsidered. Most of them werepublished in the \Atlas". The following riteria were ful�lled:1. At least 10 minima were observed.2. The minima spanned at least 10 years.3. Stars that had no minima observations after 1960 were not taken intoaount.4. Elements for some interesting objets (e.g. systems showing apsidal mo-tion) were also omputed, despite of the fat that the not all riteria weresatis�ed.Only the most reent part of eah O-C diagram was onsidered in order to om-pute the elements. The following fators were taken into aount: the weightsof the minima (if possible, only photoeletri and d minima were used); theshape of the O-C diagram (if a star demonstrates evident period hanges only asmall part of the O-C diagram was onsidered); and the total number of pointson the O-C diagram.The best �t of the straight line (representing the linear elements) was ob-tained using a standard least squares method. The errors of Mo and P werepresented when the number of star minima used in omputations exeeded seven.The sample of omputation results is presented in Table 1. It ontains the re-sults for the �rst 20 elipsing binaries in the onstellation order. The entiretable for more than 1,800 elipsing binaries is available only in eletroni format the Internet address: http://www.as.ap.krakow.pl/ephem/.Table 1Linear elements of elipsing binariesThe suessive olumns of Table 1 ontain:1. The name of a star in onstellation order.2. Information about minima onsidered in the alulation of the linear ele-ments:all - primary and seondary minima were used,pri - only primary minima were used,se - only seondary minima were used.1. The time of the \arti�ial" minimum Mo (this is not an observational timeof minimum!) used for the best �tting of straight line to the O-C diagram.The value of Mo was arbitrarily set lose to JD 2,452,500.2. Mean errors of Mo (shown in round brakets).3. The urrent period P of the star obtained during the �tting the straightline to the O{C diagram. 2



4. Mean errors of P (presented in round brakets). If the number of minimaused to determine the elements was smaller than 8, mean errors were notalulated and an asterisk (*) appears inside the brakets.5. The number of minima used in the omputation:all - the number of all minima,pri - the number of primary minima,se the number of seondary minima.The number of minima aording to the method of observations:e photoeletri minimad d minimav visual minimapg minima obtained from a series of photographi observationsp the time of mid-exposure of a photographi plate, taken when the star wasnear minimum. Timing isn't usually very aurate with this method.1. Years of the �rst and the last minimum used in the omputation. (Manyof the stars have a large gap with no minima observed between the �rstand last year of observations).2. Date when the omputation was �nished.The predited time of minimum (Mal)an be obtained using the well-knownformula: Mal = Mo + P �E,where Edenotes the number of epohs.The number of diagrams and the number of stars with new elements willinrease in the future, when new minima of elipsing binaries beame available.Aknowledgements.This work was supported by Craow Pedagogial University grant No BS-33/M/2003. ReferenesBanahiewiz, T. 1923 Roznik Astronomizny ObserwatorjumKrakowskiego,Dodatek Mi�edzynarodowy, Krak�ow (Craow)Kim, C.-H., Kreiner, J.M., Nha, I.-S. 2003 Stellar Astrophysis - A Tributeto Helmut A. Abt Ed. Cheng, K.S. et al. p. 127Kreiner, J.M., Kim, C.-H., Nha, I.-S. 2001 An Atlas of O-C Diagrams ofElipsing Binary Stars, Parts 1-6 Craow Pedagogial University Press.
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